Academic Year:
2016/2017

Total fund allocated:
£9409

PE and Sport
Premium Key
Outcome
Indicator

School Focus/
planned Impact on
pupilsSchool vision and
action plan

Actions to Achieve

1. The profile of
PE and sport
being raised
across the
school as a tool
for whole
school
improvement

Provision for ICT
to be used and
purchase of Apps
to enhance learning

Purchase of an
I-pad to be used
exclusively in PE
lesson and enable a
wide range of
applications to be
used by pupils

2. Implement
‘Daily mile’ in
to daily time
table.
This will be
trialled in Y3
and 1C.

To be completed at
times of day when
pupil demonstrates
low levels of
attention.

To participate a
minimum of three
times a week
preferably in the
afternoon to act as a
play time transition
from KS1.

Planned
Funding

£450

£100

Actual
Fundin
g

Evidence

Actual Impact
(following
Review) on
pupils

Sustainability/
Next Steps

Pupils will be
able to access
appropriate
fitness apps in
lessons and can
use videos as an
assessment tool.
It will also be
linked to large
screen for
greater
understanding.
Results from
programme
launch in
Scotland and
international
implementation.

Very useful,
supported and
extended
learning for all.

To continue using
them in lessons
and possibly
purchase a few
more so more
children can use at
the same time.

Y3 were unable
to continue with
this and stopped
before
Christmas. 1c
managed to
carry on
throughout the
year but did not
notice any
significant
change in
children.

To explore other
models and trial
them with select
classes to then use
across the school.

3. Increase
confidence,
knowledge and
skills of all staff
in teaching PE
and sport

Provision of
We aim to send
Courses to improve sports specialist staff
the teaching of
member on courses
various sports
for
MovNat,
Gymnastics, PE lead
network meetings x3
and Skipping.

4. Broader
experience of
specialist sports
and activities
offered to
pupils.

Provision for wide
range of outdoor
activities for KS2
pupils that stretch
beyond the PE
curriculum.

5. Broader
experience of a
range of sports
and activities
offered to all
pupils

An investment in
Purchase:
new equipment and
Additional rugby
resources to
balls, dodgeballs and
introduce new
a range of different
sports and develop
sized and material
wide range of
balls.
existing sports like
Recondition
fishing, tag rugby
winner’s shield for
and to celebrate
Cross country &
winning the
purchase medals for
Camden Cross
entire squad.
country.

The Place
partnership for
dance, rock climbing
for upper KS2 to
compliment the new
junior playground
climbing wall.

£1,000

£1,500

£500

More
confidence in
delivery of
specialist units
and extension to
existing
learning.

An increase in
confidence of
students and a
greater
awareness of
skills and
opportunities to
be active in
their lives
Pupils to have a
greater
knowledge and
experience in a
variety of new
sports.
Increased
performance in
CSSA
competitions
and Inclusive
competitions

Not all courses
To complete
attended. Staff
courses unable to
benefited
attend and get
immensely from
more staff to
the courses
attend.
completed and
was able to
deliver at a
higher standard,
children were
challenged and
supported at a
greater depth.
Unable to
To explore
provide rock
activities that do
climbing. The
not require
partnership with
specialist
The Place was a equipment that can
success and we
be delivered at
will continue
school.
with it next
year.
Delivered a
Deliver further
wider range of
training for
after school
children who
clubs.
demonstrate ability
Attendance was at greater depth to
good over all.
and for those who
The school
are emerging as
rd
finished 3 best
well to improve
sporting school
the over all
and most
sporting standard.
improved
sporting school
receiving
trophies for
both.

Purchase of
gymnastics and
fishing equipment.

New climbing frame
constructed in lower
hall.
Purchase of Turbo
spring board.
Replenish fishing
equipment.

6. Engagement
of pupils
through
International
festival week.

Plan and deliver
dance and sports
from around the
world in PE and
play times.

Purchase materials,
resources and
equipment to
support delivery.

Increase activity
levels in the
school
playgrounds
through
Skipping

Contact Lee…. For
training of staff

Purchase of larger
skipping ropes.

£1,500

£1,000

…….

An
improvement in
the quality of
Gymnastics
lessons.

Children learnt
about history,
cultures and
origin of sports
from around the
world
Not able to
deliver.

The existing
climbing frame
did not need
replacing.
Fishing
equipment was
not replaced.
The new spring
board supported
all the children
across the
school.
Gained a better
understanding
and respect for
other cultures
and sports.

Look at delivering
fishing in spring
and replace
equipment.
Continue to
expand gymnastics
by incorporating
other disciplines –
trapeze or parkour.

We used some
equipment from
jump for heart
initiative.

To explore this in
Spring term.

To focus on
particular sports or
regions in depth.

